
A Re-used ‘Bedpost’ in a 
Cumbrian Barn
During recent recording carried out as a result of a 
planning condition imposed on a barn conversion at Low 
Farm in Baycliff, Cumbria (SD 28835 72315)1 an unusual 
discovery was made that may be of interest to members of 
the Regional Furniture Society and is still in need of 
further explanation. The earliest part of the barn is thought 
to perhaps date to the late 16th century, but it was 
substantially enlarged, probably in the late 18th or early 
19th century, with the addition of a new threshing barn.

During this enlargement a new doorway was added, or 
perhaps an original one enlarged, and various pieces of re
used timber were incorporated into the lintel. Re-used 
timber was present throughout the building, including 
several pieces of probable cruck blades, most likely 
belonging to the early barn, but one of the timbers in the 
lintel was noticeably different. It appears to have formed a 
bedpost from a four-poster or tester bed; one end was 
square in section with a wide socket in one side and a 
narrow tenon, while the other end was neatly finished and 
octagonal in section. In addition, there were a number of 
marks cut into the surface of the octagonal end, 
comprising a row of v-shaped notches along the edge and 
the letters H and T and a 7 or upside down L. The full 
length of the timber was approximately 2m.

During redevelopment a large part of the wall 
associated with this doorway was taken down or collapsed 
and it was possible to recover the timber, albeit in two 
pieces and with the central section, including the letters T 
and L/7 missing. The remaining fragments were illustrated 
in order to provide a permanent record (especially 
considering the poor condition of the timber) and are 
reproduced in Fig. 1.

While the original function of the timber seems to be 
apparent, the purpose of the notches and letters is not. 
Although it is tempting to insinuate that it was the record 
of a local Casanova, it is perhaps more likely that they 
result from someone marking the heights of children. The 
date of the timber is also not certain, but it is unlikely to 
be any later than the 18th century. If anyone is aware of 
any similar examples or can provide any further 
information for both the function of the timber and the 
significance of the markings I would be most grateful. A 
suitable museum or collection in which the timber could 
be deposited is yet to be identified, and any suggestions 
would be welcome.
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1 Greenlane Archaeology 2007 Low Barn, Main Street, Baycliff, Cumbria: 
Archaeological Building Recording, unpublished report

Fig 1. The ‘bedpost’ as illustrated (by John Godbert), following 
its removal from the building
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